
Bone Learning Center, Computer Lab  

%Count %Count

NoYes

I have used the Computer Lab in the Bone Learning Center. 34.7%6065.3%113

%Count %Count %Count %Count %Count

N/AStrongly DisagreeDisagreeAgreeStrongly Agree

1. The computers contained the software and programs I 
needed to succeed in my academic pursuits.

2. I was able to/learned to access the computers using 
my personalized User ID and Password.

3. The lab attendants were helpful and knowledgeable. 8.3%91.8%23.7%429.4%3256.9%62

.9%1.0%0.9%127.5%3070.6%77

.9%1.0%02.8%328.4%3167.9%74

What specific improvements would you suggest for the Bone Learning Center Computer Lab? 

Count
 

ATTENDANTS NEED TO BE MORE CHEERFUL AND SEATS NEED TO BE UPDATED

Attendants that were more focused on doing their job with helping people than socializing with other students.

Ban users that access streaming programs

Don't update it so often, or do it on the weekends. There has been several times I have been in there doing my stuff and 
the server would go down.

I can't think of any: it seems very good to me.

I don't really think there is anything wrong. The times I have used the Bone Learning Center I have been able to complete 
my assignments.

I have been very pleased with the computer lab. I do not know of any specific improvements I could suggest at this time.

I know you have students that help with your home work . It would be nice to have a student that is universal with all of the 
instructors learning techniques. It would help out a lot , i mean a lot every one is not as quick to grasp.

I think it's great

i was highly impressed at the the help available.

I would hope that someday we could have free printing or so many free copies per semester.  This would save me money.

I would suggest having a bit more employees working near or around the computers. It sometimes seemed as though they 
weren't around.

I would suggest more workers in the library in order to help people one on one. Having more workers will help people get in 
and get out of the library as soon as possible.

If I were in a wheel chair, I could not get up there.

in the summer time, it need some airconditioners

Increase the number of computers at the center and to continue updating the software.

Is it possible to extend the opening time?

It is WAY too hot in there. A little air conditioning doesn't hurt. The printing system never worked for me properly, it never 
recognized me as a student.

just keep it up to date

LONGER HOURS EVERY DAY

make it a little warmer in the reading lab

more attendants

More comfortable chairs 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Count
More Computers and some Macs would be nice

More handicapped stations,There is always a non handicapped person in the handicapped station.

More hours on friday

more online out side the  lab use.in case student need more exercie work in.English .

more privacy

more strict enforcement of the library rules

more tables that accommodate tall people and better climate control (it's either too hot or too cold)

People come in with mp3 in their ears. When you can hear what they are listening problem that becomes a problem to 
others tht are trying to study. I was here one morning when a guy was listening to music off of the computer and was 
singing to it completely was distracting everyone here.

Please keep everyone quieter!!!

Soft touch keyboards, optical "mice", and reduce the "chatter" when   someone is only there to visit.  Socializing is 
commendable, provided   it does not disrespect others while they are studying.

Space the computers out more. It gets cramped when there are alot of people using the computers

That other students have a min volume on their media players...it's distracting when trying to work on studies and you can 
hear someone on the other side of the computer labs ipod through their headphones! It's common courtesy!

That the attendants pay more attention to the students. I noticed several students would check their work and then go give 
their friend the answers. The attendants should make sure after they check their work that it is turned in immediately.

The attendants need to be away from the desk to assist us with finding books

The computer lab is ok there needs to be more room for the math lab. If someone in 0308 math is needing help they get 
kicked out if the lab is full. People forget they are in 0308 for a reason.

The lab attendants needs to get more attention to students rather than leaving the resposibilty to those fellow students 
working there

The latest versions of Adobe Flash and Shockwave players should be installed, or at least Flash player.

The library know their job better. They always get my scores wrong.

The staff was great, but when I go there I like to use the computer when everyone is quite.  If I wanted to be around people 
that were talking I would just stay at home.

the temp in there is never right

there need to be beter airconditioning in there during the day it gets hot

turn the air down

Update and install the software such as visual stdio 2008, Maple 12

Windows 7 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Comments 

Count
 

A larger elevator would be really nice.

definitely would recommend to other students

Great job, ALWAYS an available computer, but it is way too hot in there.

I believe its a string learning center.

I enjoy going to the lab.

I have enjoyed ussing the labs.,everything I needed was there.

I hope that eventually the college will get the AC and heating system to work.   I realize that the librarians turned 
down the heat on occasion but it was just too cold to study do I had to go home.  Unfortuanatly I have no 
computer at home.

i love kilgore college...

It is always clean and well organized.

It was very helpfull!

LISTED ABOVE

N/A

Need more focus on the math lab with more computers

NICE LIBRARY

Overall alright

Overall the computer lab is helpful   The only issue I have is it is very   Difficult to attend the required lab  With 
my work schedule, even sun  Days are a chore to get over   There before 5, they actually   Close up at 430.

Overall the computer lab is helpful   The only issue I have is it is very   Difficult to attend the required lab  With 
my work schedule, even sun  Days are a chore to get over   There before 5, they actually   Close up at 430.

Thank you for the much you are doing to help us do exallent in our studies

The attendants in Math Lab are wonderful!!!!!!

The Bone Learning Center is a great place to do homework for those students that do not have internet at home. I 
agree with this, because I am one of those students that uses the lab for that reason and I always finish with no 
problem.

The Bone Learning Center provided a place for my class to complete our 1302 ENGL class, and it is a nice facility.

The click, click, click, is annoying while I'm reading the monitor and not  click, click, clicking myself.

Way to many disruptive student's making it hard to focus. Many of the student's are not there to study on the 
computer, but there to socialize & look up personal material or explicit images.

We need more attention when we get or use the lab not left in the hands of fellow students who some of them don't 
have enough knowlege we need

We should be able to save work on computter on our own profile and have our own passwords. 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

1

1

1
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Randolph C. Watson Library 

%Count %Count

NoYes

I have used the KC Library in person or online. 11.0%1889.0%146

 

%Count %Count %Count %Count %Count

N/AStrongly DisagreeDisagreeAgreeStrongly Agree

1. I have had an instruction class from the librarian on using 
library resources.

2. I found the library instruction helpful.

3. I found the resources I needed for my project.

4. I found the periodicals I needed through the library.

5. The library databases are useful.

6. I need training in the use of databases.

7. I understand the difference between a database and the 
Internet.

8. I have used the library online catalog.

9. I found the material I need through the library's online 
catalog.

10. I am aware that I can access the library's databases from 
home.

11. I know how to view an e-book from the library catalog.

12. The library staff responds promptly and politely to my 
questions.

13. The library has a sufficient number of professional 
librarians and staff to meet the needs of the college.

14. I am satisfied with my experience in the library.

15. I understand that personal instruction on using library 
resources is available to me at my convenience.

16. The downstairs library computers contained the programs I 
needed to succeed in my academic pursuits.

17. I have used the recreational reading collection.

18. I use the library website.

19. I find the library website helpful. 20.5%27.8%16.8%934.1%4537.9%50

11.5%154.6%613.0%1731.3%4139.7%52

29.5%398.3%1122.7%3018.9%2520.5%27

18.9%251.5%25.3%730.3%4043.9%58

4.5%63.8%56.8%942.4%5642.4%56

.8%15.3%73.1%441.2%5449.6%65

6.8%93.0%410.6%1438.6%5140.9%54

9.2%123.1%45.3%733.6%4448.9%64

12.1%1611.4%1516.7%2222.7%3037.1%49

9.0%127.5%109.0%1223.3%3151.1%68

25.4%342.2%39.0%1229.1%3934.3%46

23.7%324.4%68.9%1223.7%3239.3%53

7.4%103.0%410.4%1431.9%4347.4%64

14.3%1915.0%2028.6%3826.3%3515.8%21

14.9%20.7%14.5%638.8%5241.0%55

25.2%34.7%13.7%539.3%5331.1%42

8.9%121.5%25.9%843.0%5840.7%55

23.7%321.5%27.4%1031.9%4335.6%48

21.6%2911.9%1611.2%1517.2%2338.1%51
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What specific improvements would you suggest for the library's information services or resources? 

Count
 

can't think of any

computers should have a specific link to the letorneu library so that it can be accessed easily.

Great databases. More real books would serve me better.

Have more people, enough to help all of us the students that need help.

I feel that all new students should be given infromation on what te library offer to them.As a new student, I was not aware of 
online website or many other aspects of the library-a booklet with the new student info. would be very helpful. Many 
students attend for math lab, or other required areas, but are completly unaware of the great things the library offers

I found the library website to be very confusing at first.  It took me sometime to get acclimated to the databases and the 
online catalog.

i have received lots of help from the library.

i prefer the dewey decimal system

i really can't tell at this moment when i get to that point i will let you know.

I think that alot of the art students who need to use PhotoshopCS4 or indesign CS4 there should be a few mac computers 
avaliable there for the use of the art students and other students as well.

I was thought everything was good.

I would appreciate it if it was expanded a bit.

I would like to see more up to date book and that they would maybe be able to get a tutoring center for students to receive 
help in their classwork so they may be able to succeed!!!

I wouldn't change anything!!!!

Increase the number of working personnel

Just having infromation of kc.edu for better ease of access o the datebase and how to use

more computer programs

more computers

More Help Wanted Ads when jobs are available.

MORE INFORMING STUDENT OF ONLINE RESOURCES

More instruction on how to access it.

More privacy downstairs while using computers.  More conducive to learnng.  Temperature very uncomfortable (cold)l

More room at computers for books and papers used for work.

More staff would be nice.

need more audio books  and more current books on C.D.

need more chem videos

none that i can think of

none that i can think of now

Please keep it quiet, what happened tpo the old idea of a library?

The attendants needs to give us much attention not sitting in their little offices

The laptops need new batteries

The resources in the library are very useful but it's just that there are not enough librarians to assist everyone in a 
fashionable amount of time.

There are not many books on science and technology. Including more of these kinds of books would be helpful.

Tips on how to use the scanners 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

1
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Count
We  can use you-tube  for reserch, some friends don't have access to internet at home, and some public libraries also deny 
access to it.

Well, I would prefer if when entering information into the database that we not put in so much information,because it 
sometimes won't give one the information that one is looking for.

1

1
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Comments 

Count
 

Great working staff Vanessa Lawson one of your staffers helped me and awnsered all my questions was very 
patent with me, and new right where everything was.

I am only at the Longview campus, so I have only used the college library twice this year.

I have not used the online library through KC. I have not had to so far through my courses I have taken at KC.

I love coming to the library.  I do think it needs more places to plug in laptops and more comfortable chairs.

I loved the way the online database had been set up. It was extremely helpful!

I only used the library mainly as a quiet place to study, and use a few books as resources.

I understand that the services or resources are adequate or better   than adequate.

I use the library for many different reasons: education, studying, killing time before my next class, math lab, you 
name it.  The library is a quiet place, so whatever it is that I am doing in the library I am very satisfied with the 
facility.

I would suggest that the library staff needs to enforce keeping people from talking on their cell phones and talking 
loudly and the staff does the same thing.  I can't count on how many times I have tried to study and do research 
and my train of thought was interrupted by other people talking and being loud

I'm old fashioned. I prefer checking out real books over reading e-books.

it is the only library that i have been to in many years.

Library closes too early.  Open more hours(12'o clock AM) like other Colleges or Universities please.

library needs more comfortable chairs upstairs and more places to plug in laptops

most audio books are on cassette, need a current set of books on  cd.

only thing to that I have to complain of is that the air and heat do not seem to work well. If the down stairs is warm 
the upstairs is cold-and vs versa. Overall enjoy my time there. The area that would be nice for improvment is also 
the restroom.It is very outdated and many times does not work properly

Other than putting in information the database has been of great use to me when assigned to write a paper in my 
english class.

overall, I was satisfied

Some of the ladies that work atvthe front desk are NOT helpful. They are rude and everything that I did when I was 
in the library was such an inconvience to them.

Thank you for keeping the library quiet.  I use the library a lot for studying and it's nice to have a place with little or 
no distractions.

Thank You!

Thank you.

The attendant needs to give much attention to student not to leave resposibilities to. Students who work there. Most 
of the students working there does not have. Much knowwlege

the front desk attendants are always very nice, helpful and seem pleased to offer assistance.

The library is always too cold...the temperature needs to stay medium!!!

The library people need to be more  knowlagable.

there are some programs under coursecompass that the computer do not open. it's the flash player

was impressed that you could check out video cameras for online speech classes....which I did!  Thanks because I 
wouldn't have been able to take the class online otherwise.

what i like is the friendly people that is always trying to help

While the equipment in the library is nice, the chairs could use some repadding. Students spend quite a bit of time 
in them and it would be nice if they were more comfortabel

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Library Renovations: Please rank the following services from 1 (most desired) to 9 (least desired). 

%Count %Count %Count %Count %Count %Count %Count %Count %Count

987654321

Writing assistance

Help with using the computer/performing tasks with specific 
programs

Computer/software availability

Coffee bar

More electronic resources (e.g. databases, ebooks, etc.)

More book/print resources

Print shop

Individual study rooms

Group study rooms 19.8%2214.4%169.0%1013.5%156.3%79.9%116.3%714.4%166.3%7

3.6%414.4%1610.8%1210.8%129.0%1010.8%128.1%912.6%1419.8%22

8.1%910.8%1213.5%159.9%1110.8%1215.3%1712.6%149.9%119.0%10

2.7%39.9%1115.3%1721.6%2415.3%1713.5%156.3%79.0%106.3%7

9.9%116.3%710.8%1210.8%1219.8%2212.6%1410.8%1211.7%137.2%8

25.2%2814.4%165.4%65.4%65.4%66.3%79.9%1111.7%1316.2%18

5.4%66.3%710.8%129.0%109.0%1016.2%1823.4%269.9%119.9%11

9.9%1117.1%1914.4%1610.8%1212.6%146.3%712.6%149.9%116.3%7

15.3%176.3%79.9%118.1%911.7%139.0%109.9%1110.8%1218.9%21
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Library Renovations 

 %Count  %Count  %Count

N/ANoYes

1. I need the library for a quiet place to study.

2. Some areas of the library should be a designated quiet 
zone.

3. The Bone Learning Center should be a designated quiet 
zone.

4. I need the library to use computers/internet.

5. I need the library to meet with a study group.

6. I need the library for socializing/social networking.

7. The library needs more computers.

8. The library needs more electrical outlets available for 
plugging in personal laptops.

9. The library needs to have an open floor plan.

10. The library needs to have several multi-purpose rooms of 
various sizes.

11. The library needs large study rooms.

12. The library needs small study rooms.

13. The library needs to display student/faculty artwork.

14. Color coding of the different areas of the library would 
make it easier to find things.

15. A coffee bar in the library would encourage me to use the 
library more frequently.

16. Snacks should be sold in a library coffee bar. 14.4%1633.3%3752.3%58

13.5%1532.4%3654.1%60

7.2%814.4%1678.4%87

18.9%2123.4%2657.7%64

9.0%1013.5%1577.5%86

15.3%1739.6%4445.0%50

8.1%918.9%2173.0%81

27.9%3128.8%3243.2%48

16.2%188.1%975.7%84

9.0%1021.6%2469.4%77

13.5%1565.8%7320.7%23

12.6%1443.2%4844.1%49

1.8%222.5%2575.7%84

18.0%2018.9%2163.1%70

2.7%34.5%592.8%103

3.6%414.4%1682.0%91
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Comments 

Count
 

A coffee bar and individual study rooms would be amazing!  I would definetly do more of my studying in the 
library.

a coffee bar would be nice but it could also be a distraction to students that use the library for sudying seriously.

great ideas

handicap?

I don't use the library very often.

I dont necissarly think we need a coffee bar or snack bar in the library there would be problems with putting food in 
the trash and having spills there would be problems with the whole being alowed to have "food." plus some people 
would take it to the next level and eat burgers and french fries and thats a distraction that we dont need. Let the 
library be a library of resources not food sources. And study groups would be a big help to a lot of people who just 
dont get it and want people there age or older helping them with there homework and course of study.

I like the fact that the library has a quiet place to study and I can go there without outside interruptions.

I really like the idea of a coffee bar. It seems that this makes a great combo. such as in book stores and would 
help bring in many students.

I THINK LIBARY NEEDS MORE QUIET STUDY ROOMS SO YOU CAN CONCERATION ON YOUR STUDY

I very seldom use the library

I would definitely use a library coffee bar but it might add noise and distractions to students.

if you have a snack/coffee bar it needs to be placed away from where people are studying. especially if the 
snacks are in wrappers that are noisy. and hearing people chomping on chips while im trying to study is very 
annoying!

In my opinion the library is a place to go to study and should be a quiet place for students to concentrate. Putting a 
coffee bar in the library would just promote socializing in the library and could disturb other students, unless the 
coffee bar was a seperate room with doors so they do not disturb others. I would also suggest that no drinks or 
food be allowed anywhere else in the library.

Maybe the coffee bar could have a muffin but a snacks like chips- I think that would be too messy/dirty

Need more comfortable chairs.

need more open hours

no snacks etc, coffee, ok but there is plenty of places on campus to eat. the library should not be one. no one 
likes the smell of food, snack in a study enviornment.

QUIET!!!!

Some things from above are very unnecessary, though some  suggestions seemed quite useful!

Study group areas would be great especially if they are somewhat soundproof so that a group can study without 
having to whisper.

The library needs to be warmer!

The library seems like a great place to be when one wants to study, but what it might need is some form attraction 
to keep students coming into the library.

This is a place of learning now if you have a room were you can purchase these things it's OK. But, only for a 
break or something like that nature.

We also need a library at the Longview Center.

We do appreciate the efforts. 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1
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How large should a media study room be?  

Count
 

10 X 10

15x15 or 20x20

20 by 20

20 x 20

40x30

a large room

A room containing few HD tvs, sofas, and computers.

about medium sized

about the size of a small classroom.

about twice the size of a regular classroom

appropriate size but not too large

Approx. the size of a small classroom.

approximately the size of ES201

As large enough as an actual classroom

At least the size of a regular computer lab that we use nothing to big or fancy

big

big enough for a large group of people

big enough for possibly a small study group

Big enough to fit a class of about 20 to 30 people.

Big enough to fit an entire class inside.

classroom size

classroom sized

do a traffic count and use that number

enough for at least 20 people

enough room to move comfortably with several people and the technology in the room

Enough roomm for a video camera, projector, and etc

fairly lg

for student projects

for student study

half the size of a normal classroom

Huge

I don't personally need a large room

I don't think a media study room should be in the library.

I would say 15X30 feet. Long but not extrmely wide, great for presentations.

I would think a room big enough to hold up to 15 people max.

Just a medium sized room that big enough to be able to study in the comfort of your own space.

just enough room not to big medium.

large

Large 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Count
LARGE

Large enough for 10-15 people

Large enough for several groups that might need to get together and do homework.

Large enough to accomidate about 20 people

large enough to accomodate a large group of people plus hold all the material

large enough to fit the required equipment and adequate space for students

large enough to hold a classroom of people

Large enough to hold all the technological gadgets used by today's student and also some small enough for one person 
and their laptop and notebook.

large enough to hold all those things plus some chairs I guess.

Large table with multiple chairs should be good enough.

medium size

medium sized

middle size

need to be bing enought to fit 1-4 people

One big enough to fit all the equipment and those who are going to be using them comfortably.

pretty big

pretty good sized

prob a 12*12 room size

projectors

size of a large classroom

slightly smaller than average classroom

small

SMALL

Standard classroom size

the size of a large classroom

the size of a small confrence room

this room should be large enough to fit all the technology and students.

to accommodate at least 20 people at once with seating

To accomodate all mentioned equipment 2-4 tables w/chairs

To accomodate muximum of four people

to hold min. 20 students

Various sizes

Very large 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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What varieties of drinks should be sold in a library coffee bar? 

Count
 

all kinds

All types

all types of coffees, bottled water, and juices

anything that can keep the student awake.

bottle drinks coffee, healthy drinks

cappicino

chocolate, butterscotch, carmel lattes

coco, water, healthy drinks , and or what ever the preference is.

coffe, frappaccinos, soft drinks, water, etc.

coffee

Coffee

Coffee and protein shakes.

COFFEE AND TEA

Coffee like starbucks

Coffee of course

Coffee only

Coffee only, different flavors

Coffee, bottled water, and soda's,

coffee, cold coffee, flavored coffees, etc.

coffee, energy drinks, sodas, tea, and water.

coffee, fruit drinks, sodas

coffee, hot chocolate

coffee, juice, and soda

Coffee, juice, coffee drinks, water

coffee, juice, water

Coffee, juice, water

coffee, latte, hot cocoa

coffee, soda, energy drinks, fruit drinks

coffee, soda, water, juice

Coffee, sports drinks, and fruit jucies.

Coffee, Tea Bags (Water), Water, and Juice

coffee, tea, sodas, energy drinks, juices

Coffee, water, smoothies, fruit drinks.

coffee, water,pure grape juice,pure orange juice

coffee?

Coffees, teas- similar to starbucks

coke zero, good coffee-carmal or mocha

don'tuse

flavored coffees, flavored tea's (hot and cold), soda's, smoothies, and juice smoothies 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

77
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Count
gatorade and water and soda

health friendly

healthy drinks

healthy drinks, hot,cold coffees, juices, water

Hot and cold coffee, water, juices, hot chocolate in the winter

hot and cold coffees,teas,sodas,bottled drinks, and water

hot beverages( tea, basic coffee,

hot chocolate  lataes

Hot Chocolate, Espresso, Teas, Lattes

I don't want a coffee bar.

I dont drink coffee.

I just don't think is necessary to have a snack bar in the library.

Ice tea, coke, and sprite.

if we do get one something simple nothing to fancy or expensive

jucies, coffee, cokes

juices and flavored waters

limited-food and drinks would be a distraction

N/A..maybe just water

None

none, its a library

not just coffee

nutritional drinks including fruit juices

protein drinks & fancy coffee

regular coffee, water, juices

should not have one

Soda

soda,coffee,tea, milk, juice etc.

Soda's, water, coffee, and energy drinks.

sodas

sodas, coffee, and juices

sodas, coffee, tea, juices

sodas, smoothies, coffee type drinks

Sodas, smoothies, lattes, shakes, etc.

sodas, water, coffee, healthy beverages

soft drinks, water, coffee, healthier juices

Something similar to Starbuck- hot/ cold coffee type drinks

starbucks the perfect blend would be a cool aspect

tea, coffee, water

Tea, water, and coffee

Teas, coffee, water, hot chocolate

varieties of coffee and tea; water; soft drinks

Water and sodas,cofee and chocolate

water coffee and energy drinks

water, coffee,and soft drinks 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Count
water, coffee.

Water, Coke, and Monster Energy Drinks

WATER, COKES,GATORADE

Water, energy drinks... all kinds of drinks.

water, juice, soda, coffee

water, sodas,

Water, sodas, latte's, tea, coffee

water, tea, (healthy drinks, not sodas)

water, vitamin water, juice, milk

Whatever will draw students in

Wide variety

yes 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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What type of snacks should be sold in a library coffee bar? 

Count
 

a good variety (including healthy snacks)

all kinds

All types, but also food to provide a lunch, if possible.

any healthy item would be fine...

any if need be

any kind of chocolate

Anything dry (chips, nuts, crackers, etc.), candy, etc.

biscotti, pastries

CADIES, CHIPS

cakes

candy and crackers

candy, chips, fruit

cheaps and fries

chips  candy

Chips and candy

chips and health snack

chips, bagels, health bars

chips, candy, donuts, small sandwiches, nutrition bars

chips, candy, gum, snack crackers

Chips, Cookies, etc

chips, sandwiches, candy

Chocolate bar

cinnamon rolls, cookies, muffins, sandwiches, etc...

cokies, chips, gums.

cookies

cookies and chips maybe donuts to eat with the coffee

cookies,gum,chips

cookies?

crackers, chips, pretzels

crumbless

Danish, Chips,etc.

don't use

donuts, etc

energy bars, muffins, cookies, crackers, etc...

energy snacks, healthy snacks

Fresh Fruit, Nuts, Cheese and Crackers

friut bars, chex snack mix,

Fruit and 100 calorie snacks

fruit, muffins, cookies, crackers 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

83
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Count
Fruits & pasteries.

fruits, muffins

furit and orgainc drinks

granola bars

granola bars, fruit,

granola bars. yougart, fruit cups

Gums only

health

health friendly

health snacks, chips,donuts, what ever you like or the staff and students like.

Healthy

Healthy only.

healthy options: gronola bars, fruit, veggies, etc.

healthy snacks

HEALTHY snacks

Healthy snacks to help students in preparing for the day.

I don't want a coffee bar.

I need quick energy boosters

If any are to be sold, just light snacks.

if you want snacks, go to the cafeteria, or vending machines outside of the library

limited

Muffins

Muffins, bagels, the kind of food that's in a Starbucks

muffins, breakfast food

muffins, cakes and brownies, sandwiches!!!

muffins, chips, cookies, ect

muffins, coffe cake, granola bars

Muffins, coffee cake

muffins, cupcakes, pastries, etc.

Muffins, energy bars, granola fruit bars, healthy and non-messy items

muffins, etc

muffins, fruit, candy

Muffins, granola bars, fruits. Healthy snacks.

non-messy snacks

none

None

nuts

popcorn, simple packages of foods

Scones, Cookies, Muffins, Fruit

should not have one

small snacks - nothing big

SNACK AND ENERGY BARS

Snack are not nesessary due that we need it to go research and study, not to go eat.

snack bars 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Count
snack bars cookies

something containing whole grains, and almonds

sweet items,pretzles(soft),and other types of snack foods

the usual

Whatever will draw students in 1

1

1

1

1
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What is needed in the restroom renovations? 

Count
 

? I haven't been there in a long time.

a clean place to put books and personal items

A restroom downstairs.

Air refresheners

bathrooms downstairs

better hand sanitizer containers

better stall locks and more of them

bigger stalls the up stairs especially and a cleaning person on watch cause this restroom always stinks and more air 
freshener. i't needs the whole works.

cleaned frequently

cleaner more modernized restrooms would be amazing. update

cleanliness

downstairs restrooms

fish tank

foam soap and disenvectant and towl despensers

Fresh, clean-smelling air.

Hand Sanitizer

Hangers or shelves for book bags, laptop bags, etc...

Have never used the library restroom

Have not been to the restrooms in the library

Have not used the restroom in the library.

haven't been in the restrooms

hot water in sinks

i dont like its smell

I haven't used them, but I do like the hands free automatic sinks and paper towel dispensers.

i like them

It is very necessary to have toilet covers. It is also a good idea to clean them more often.

larger and more stalls

Make them look nicer and up to date with the times

More handicapped stalls

more room in stalls

more sinks

more space

more stalls

More Stalls

MORE STALLS

more stalls and more sinks

more stalls, high power dryers

more stalls(stainless steel), ventilation, P.A. speakers

more than four stales 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

108
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Count
More toilets

more toliets

more urinals

new totleits and bathroom stalls and new pluming

newer

nice stuff

Not a renovation, just be clean.

one downstairs

Papertowels and full length mirrors

place for backpack

privacy

restrooms downstares as well as up staires

scale

Seat covers

SINKS

soap

Taller sinks

the way the doors open

typical restroom equipment

update.

updated handwashing stations and toilets-sensor type style

updated, more natural light in the women's bathroom

ventilation/air freshener

wider restroom stales

wider stalls 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1
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Are there any other renovations of the library that you would like to see that we have not mentioned in this survey? 

Count
 

a bigger elevator

aesthetically pleasing decor (better carpet, wall murals by art students, etc)

air conditioning update

An atrium in the lobby.

better ac

decorations for people to fill more at home...such as plants, curtains & pictures

elevators for the stairs alternitive, better chairs in the overall library, and better cleaning with hand santizer stations 
avaib.

handicap design

heat!

i like the tables upstairs in the back corners to sit. .it's quiet and private and you can plug in your laptop, there 
needs to be more places like that. there are not enough comfy places to read a book

I think the library is nice but an overall update is definetly what it needs.

Ive got no suggestion, its an overall fantastic library!

Just more knowlagable people.

Just more private, quiet areas for single or group studying.

larger offices for staff

Make it want to have people be in the library instead of avoiding it.

more african american literature

more quiet individual study areas

more upstairs amenities (i.e. more commfortable chairs)

nicer desks and chairs, more printers for students to print off of.

no

none the restrooms are fine

possibly a "map" at the entrance where things are located within

reading areas with comfy chairs

REPAINTING

safer stairway

the library is actually a very good library. minor changes ok, but doesnt need a complete overhaul. dont fix what 
aint broke.

To update the computers to windows 7.

yes more space and new carpets 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

144
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